CS 173 Honors Section Home

The honors add-on has a lecture (Tuesdays 12:30 to 1:45 in 1214 Siebel) that meets once in two weeks. In addition, there will be supplementary assignments (about 4). The material covered will complement and augment the material in CS 173. It is intended for students with strong background, e.g. James scholar and/or a strong GPA plus an A in the prerequisite courses.

To register for this 1sh add-on, you should do the following:

- If you are not a James scholar, get permission from Steve Herzog (smherzog@illinois.edu).
- Register for CS 173 (CS 196 section 73). Be careful not to register for the wrong section, which will be the honors add-on for a totally different class.
- If you are not in Engineering or DGS and want this course to fulfill the James Scholar requirements, you may also need to set up an "honors credit learning agreement" (HCLA) for CS 173. Speak to the folks in your home college to find out whether this is necessary and to get help with this paperwork. On the HCLA form where it asks what extra work you plan to do, say that you'll complete the assignments for CS 196, section 73.

Announcements and assignments will be posted here. Any questions regarding the course should be sent to Mahesh Viswanathan (vmahesh).

Announcements:

- No class on August 26. First class September 2, 12:30 to 1:45 in 1214 Siebel.
- Second class on September 16. Topic: Compass and Straightedge constructions, Proof Theory, and Computation. See wikipage on Compass and Straightedge Constructions.
- Homework 1 is here. It is due in the next class on September 30.
- October 28.
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